Main query

[(lemmatt="be|get")|(lemmacl="be|get")][(lemmatt!="be|get")&(lemmacl!=
"be|get")&{postt!="VVN|VHN"}&{(poscl!="VVN.?|VDN.?|VHN.?")}]?(word="(e|i)
nsured|(e|i)ntrenched|(g|G)ermani(s|z)ed|\(?re()\)?)\?established|.|w(W)
esterni(s|z)ed|abandoned|abducted|abolished|aborted|abridged|absorbed|
abused|accelerated|accented|accentuated|accepted|accessed|acclaimed|ac
commodated|accompanied|accomplished|accounted|accredited|accumulated|ac
cussed|accustomed|achieved|acknowledged|acquainted|acquired|acquitted|
acted|activated|adapted|added|addressed|adjusted|administered|
admitted|adopted|adopted|adored|advantaged|advertised|advised|affected|
afflicted|afforded|aged|agreed|aided|aimed|airlifted|alarmed|alerted|
aligned|alleged|allied|allocated|allowed|altered|amalgamated|amazed|am
ended|amplified|amused|analysed|anchored|angered|annexed|announced|anno
yed|annulled|answered|appalled|appealed|appeased|applied|appointed|app
reciated|apprehended|approached|approved|argued|arranged|arrested|arri
ved|ascribed|asked|assassinated|assaulted|assembled|asserted|assessed|
assigned|assimilated|associated|assumed|assured|astonished|attacked|att
empted|attended|attracted|attributed|authori(s|z)ed|averted|
avoided|awakened|awarded|backed|baffled|baited|baked|balanced|banished|
banned|batpi(s|z)ed|barre(l|ll)ed|barred|based|bathed|battered|beaten|
beheaded|befriended|begged|begun|behaved|beheaded|believed|bent|
betrayed|betrothed|bewitched|billed|bitten|blamed|blanketed|bleached|
blended|blighted|blinded|blocked|blown|blurred|boarded|boiled|bolster
|bombed|bonded|booked|boosted|bordered|bored|born(e)?|borne|bor
owed|bothered|bought|bounced|bound|bowled|brainwashed|branched|bran
ched|breached|breathed|bred|bricked|bridged|broadcast|broke(n)?|brought|bro
wned|bruised|brushed|built|bullied|bunched|burdened|buried|burn
ed|bكس|بكس]bussed|butchered|caged|calculated|called|cance(l|ll)ed|capped|
captivated|captured|carried|caricatured|carried|carved|cast|castigated|ca
stated|catalog(u)?|ed|caught|caused|ceded|celebrated|cemented|censore
d|centrali(s|z)ed|chained|challenged|changed|characteri(s|z)ed|charged|
charmed|charted|chartered|chased|chatted|checked|chewed|choked|chosen|
christened|chucked|circumcised|claimed|clamped|clarified|classified|clas
ified|cleaned|cleansed|cleared|cloaked|cloaked|closed|clothed|cl
ouded|clued|co(-)?|funded|coated|cobbled|coiled|coined|collected|colo(u)
?red|combed|combined|come|commanded|commented|committed|compared|compe
lled|compensated|compiled|completed|complicated|composed|compound
ed|compressed|compromised|computeri(s|z)ed|conceded|conceived|concentrated|
centered|concluded|concussed|condemned|conditioned|conditioned|conducted|
conferred|confided|configured|confined|confirmed|confiscated|conflicated|co
nected|conferred|contested|converted|converted|converted|converted|conv
icted|charged|characterized|chased|chatted|checked|chewed|choked|chosen|ch
ristened|chucked|circumcised|claimed|clamped|clarified|classified|class
cified|cleaned|cleansed|cleared|cloaked|cloaked|closed|clothed|clo
..
confronted|confused|congested|connected|conned|conquered|conscripted |consecrated|considered|consigned|consolidated|constituted|constructed|consulted|consumed|consummated|contacted|contained|contaminated|contented|contested|continued|contracted|contributed|controlled|converted|convicted|convinced|cooked|cooled|coordinated|copied|cornered|corrected|correlated|couched|counted|counterbalanced|coupled|covered|cowed|cramped|created|cremated|crept|crippled|crisscrossed|criticized|crushed|cuffed|culled|cultivated|cured|curled|cursed|curtailed|curved|cut|damaged|da(m)rned|dashed|de(or)-cluttered|dealt|debated|deceived|decided|decimated|declared|decorated|dedicated|deducted|deemed|deepened|defamed|defeated|defended|defined|deflected|deformed|degraded|dehumanized|delayed|deleted|delighted|delivered|demanded|demilitarized|demolished|demonstrated|denationalized|denied|denominated|denounced|deoxygenated|depicted|depleted|deployed|deported|deposited|depressed|deprived|deranged|derived|desalinated|descended|described|deserted|designated|desired|destined|destroyed|detached|detained|detected|determined|deterred|detonated|devastated|developed|devolved|devoted|diagnosed|digested|dignified|dilated|diminished|directed|disabled|disabused|disadvantaged|disapponted|disarmed|disbanded|discarded|disciplined|disclosed|discomposed|discontented|discouraged|discovered|discredited|discriminated|discussed|disembodied|disfranchised|disguised|disgusted|dishonored|disinfected|disliked|dismantled|dismissed|dispatched|dispersed|displaced|displayed|drunk|dubbed|dumbfounded|dumped|duplicated|dwarfed|dyed|earmarked|earned|eaten|echoed|educated|effected|elaborated|elected|elevated|eliminated|emancipated|embarked|embarrassed|embellished|embodied|embroidered|emitted|emphasized|employed|empowered|emptied|enabled|encased|encouraged|enforced|engaged|engineered|engulfed|enhanced|enjoined|enjoyed|enlarged|enraged|enrolled|entered|entertained|entitled|entrusted|enumerated|enunciated|envisaged|epitomized|equipped|eradicated|erased|erected|eroded|escalated|escorted|established|estimated|euthanized|evacuated|evaluated|evaporated|evicted|exasperated|exaggerated|examined|exasperated|exempted|exchanged|excited|excluded|excommunicated|excreted|excused|executed|exemplified|exercised|exhausted|exhibited|exonerated|expanded|expected|expelled|experienced|explained|exploited|exported|exposed|expressed|extrapolated|extended|exterminated|extracted|faced|failed|famed|fanned|farmed|fascinated|fastened|fattened|favored|feared|fed|felt|fenced|fermented|fertilized|figured|filled|filmed|filtered|finalized|financed|fined|fingered|finished|fired|fit(ted)?|fixed|fixed|flanked|flared|flattened|flaked|flawed|flucked|flooded|flouted|flown|flung|focused|focussed|folded|followed|forbidden|forced|forecasted|forgotten|formed|formulated|fortified
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Appendix 8_OR: Main query
persuaded | phased | photographed | picked | pierced | piled | pinned | pioneered | piped | pitched | placed | plagued | planned | planted | played | pleased | plo(ugh|w)ed | plucked | plundered | pointed | poised | poisoned | pollinated | pollute | d | pooled | populated | portrayed | positioned | possessed | posted | postponed | pounced | powered | practi(c|s)ed | praised | preceded | predetermined | predicted | prefabricated | prefaced | preferred | prejudiced | premeditated | preoccu | pied | process | ed | proclaimed | procured | prodded | produced | programmed | prohibited | projected | prolonged | promised | promoted | prompted | pronounced | propagated | proposed | protected | protested | prove | d(n) | provided | provoked | publici | s|z|ed | published | pulled | pumped | punched | punished | purchased | pursued | purs | hed | put | puzzled | quadrupled | qualified | quelled | quenched | questioned | quit | ed | ? | radiated | radicali | (s|z)|ed | raised | ranked | raped | rated | ratified | ration | ed | rattled | ravaged | razed | re(-)?educated | re(-)?elected | re(-)?engineered | re(-)?hired | re(-)?introduced | re(appointed | re(aped | re|applied | reali | s|z)|ed | reap | ed | re | appointed | reared | reassured | reborn | rebuilt | recalled | recaptured | received | | recite | ed | recited | reckoned | reclaimed | recognized | recommended | reconciled | recon | structed | recorded | recovered | recruited | rectified | recycled | redefined | redeveloped | redirected | rediscovered | redone | redrawn | reduced | referred | refill | ed | reflected | reformed | refound | refra | cted | refused | rejected | | reintepreted | rejected | related | relativi | s|z)|ed | relaxed | released | relegate | d | relieved | relocated | remade | remembered | reminded | removed | renamed | render | ed | renegotiated | renewed | renovated | renowned | rented | reopened | reorgani | s|z)|ed | repaid | repaired | repartitioned | repealed | repeated | replaced | reported | | repopulated | repri | versed | repr | esealed | reinforced | reinstated | reinterpreted | rejected | related | relativi | s|z)|ed | relaxed | released | relegate | d | relieved | relocated | remade | remembered | reminded | removed | renamed | render | ed | renegotiated | renewed | renovated | renowned | rented | reopened | reorganized | res | pared | resale |d | res | | ed | res | ealed | reversed | revised | revisited | revitali | s|z)|ed | revived | revoked | rewarded | rework | ed | rewound | rewritten | ri(ded)? | ridden | ridiculed | righted | ripped | riva | l(1|l|l)|ed | robbed | rocked | rolled | rooted | rounded | rooted | rubbed | ruined | ruled | run | rushed | sacked | sacrificed | saddled | safeguarded | said | salted | sanction | ed | sat | satisfied | saturated | saved | scaled | Scandinavi | (s|z)|ed | scanned | scared | scattered | scheduled | schooled | scored | scrambled | scraped | scrapped | scrutin | i | s|z)|ed | sealed | searche | d | seated | secured | seed | ed | seen | segregated | seized | selected | sent | sentenced | separated | served | set | settled | sewn | shackled | shav | en | shaped | shattered | shaved | shed | shielded | shifted | shipped | shipwrecked | sh(a|i)t | shocked | shortened | shortlisted | shot | showed | showcased | sh | own | shunned | shut | sickled | sicklied | signed | simplified | situated | slain | slammed | slashed | slaughtered | slept | sliced | slowed | slung | smashed | smitten | smok | ed | smuggled | snipped | snorted | soaked | sold | solved | sorted | sought | sounded | sown | spaced | spared | sparked | spearheaded | speciali | (s|z)|ed | spent | spied | spil | led|t) | split | spoil | (ed|t) | spoken | spotted | sprawled | sprayed | spread | squee | zed | stabbed | stacked | staffed | stalked | stamped | standardized | (s|z)|ed | started | start | led | stated | stationed | stepped | stereotyped | stigmati | (s|z)|ed | stimulate | d | stoked | stolen | stopped | stored | strengthened | stressed | stretched | strippe | d | struck | structured | stuck | studied | stuffed | stunned | styled | sub | ? | divided
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